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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript has been largely improved and I appreciate the authors’ efforts.

Major Compulsory Revisions

1) The fourth paragraph (the third paragraph in the initial manuscript) for patient A “Although Patient A’s CF lung disease improved with …” remains confusing for many readers. I suspect that the last sentence could be easily interpreted out of context and mistakenly generalized as an impression which does not reflect the mainstream in Amish community. This paragraph may be omitted without alteration of the authors’ points.

Minor Essential Revisions

2) Table should be reformatted in the table format as requested by editorial office if the paper is accepted by the editor.

3) A typo in page 12, “…for state-of-the-art…” may be corrected.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.